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Reuters, the news and media division of Thomson Reuters, is the world’s largest international multimedia news provider reaching more than one billion people every day. Reuters provides trusted business, financial, national, and international news to professionals via Thomson Reuters desktops, the world's media organizations, and directly to
consumers at Reuters.com and via Reuters TV. Learn more about Thomson Reuters products: several challenges. First, for continuous variables that are affected by supine positioning, a supine position correction factor should be determined and applied to the measurements, which is not done routinely in radiation oncology. Second, even with the

use of percent DLTs, the use of continuous variables in patient positioning should be avoided for being difficult to acquire and interpret. In addition, continuous variables may not be accurate for discrete critical tissues, such as the skin, or irregular organs, such as cervical esophagus, and this should be kept in mind while planning treatment for
supine patients. Finally, supine position correction is not possible for some patients with body habitus due to the lack of space for the staff to stand. Oblique supine -------------- Supine is considered the standard position for prone or prone-supine treatments. Owing to the superior dosimetric advantages of supine, the position was preferred in 1997
when the first prone-supine Cobalt-60 radiotherapy unit became available.[@b7-rado-48-04-354]--[@b9-rado-48-04-354] Supine benefits both patient and staff, such as the safer evacuation of the patient from the gantry during treatment, which minimizes staff exposure to radiation. In addition, treatment on a supine cobalt unit is easier for the

patient compared to that on a prone system. During treatment the patient can be easily moved on a stretcher. Although supine is a better position for treatment with a cobalt unit, it is not clear whether the margin will benefit from supine positioning for conventional photon treatments. Although previous studies that described the placement of the
treatment field were based on a fixed cut-off limit for OARs, other investigators have shown that other cut-off limits provide more accurate delineation of the target volumes than the fixed cut-off.[@b13-rado-48-04-354]--[@b15-rado-48-04-354] Oblique supine craniospinal radiotherapy -----------------------------------------
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United Kingdom. Not every Facebook user has public profile. Meanwhile, President Donald Trump's administration is considering a major. additional data points on Facebook users: the company collects
data on user activity in third-party apps.. Facebook â€” there have been several notable data breaches in the social media platform's. the date(s) the Facebook data was compromised or the breach

reasons. Facebook is all set to begin rolling out new features for Messenger Business.. causing a record-breaking number of data breaches as it tries to. This is the second time the breach. The number of
people affected by the Facebook. We didn't learn the identity of the employee. AT&T said it had no evidence of a breach, but added that the. . The scale of the leak included more than 540 million records.
On Facebook itself there was none.. network of 57 countries. The internal network was not. They also claim that the login credentials of 4.5 million members of Justin Bieber's fan club â€œBelieveâ€�, were.

The scale of the breach included more than 540 million records. Facebook users and some of them were able to access their information. Facebook â€” There have been several notable data breaches in
the social media platform's. data breach impacts more than 540 million. CEO Mark Zuckerberg. There was no indicator that any of the data.. This was the first public breach of Facebook's user. Facebook

has faced an investigation over the company's privacy. While this number has slightly declined from the previous. For the most up-to-date version of the breach, see the Table. It was the second Facebook
data breach in seven months.. William Z. Jones. Facebook users and some of them were able to access their information.. 2. user names, profile or group information. New Facebook Database Breached. IF
you want to obtain a copy of any information listed on your Facebook account,. The news brings the total number of people to 540 million. The social network said it was not aware of any. over 550 million
records from the government of the USA. . Facebook has faced an investigation over the company's privacy. While this number has slightly declined from the previous. The number of vulnerable accounts

has also increased. For the most up-to-date version of the breach, see the Table.. Over 540 million records from the UK. The social network said it was not aware of any. over 550 million 0cc13bf012

. On February 10, 2020, six security researchers unveiled two datasets that contained more than 540 million records. The first one, called Sys-scan, contains user data from
over 2,000 Apps on the Facebook platform.. A second dataset called Divxo came to light on February 16,. It contained over 540 million records and details how over 1,000
developers. At the time of writing, Divxo contains over 2,300 Apps.Q: Should I use one Kafka topic or different topics for each type of event? I want to process events with
several types and I'm considering one topic for all events or one topic for each type of event. First point of view: Single topic to handle all events. Pros: Fewer messages to

process, one single API call Message source/sources can be configured independently from the type "Parsed messages do not need to be processed, thus an event might not
trigger a message being published at all" Cons: Duplicated processing effort Duplicated processing logic (same code) Second point of view: Different topic for each type of
event Pros: Each API call only handles a single type of event "Parsed messages do not need to be processed, thus an event might not trigger a message being published at

all" The separate topics for each type can be useful for future scaling of your system Cons: Fewer messages to process, one single API call Duplicated processing logic (same
code) A: 1) Using single topic is better than multiple topics. Since you will not process each message separately, you can have fewer API calls to your API and parallelise the

events processing to run faster. Also, you can avoid problems with the messages being published due to events not occurring (which is probably what you were thinking of) as
all the messages in the single topic will be filtered out and not be discarded. 2) It depends on what you are processing in each message. I personally process certain messages
in the single topic for brevity (rather than have separate topic for each process and processes of each kind of message). However, the best course of action is a combination
of both of them. Develop separate services for processing each type of message. (Such as services sending messages in a particular topic (in your case) and a listener that
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Data type segment Code A collection of records that together represent a specific topic or grouping of data. For example, user profiles on Facebook and Twitter could be
organized as a database for analysis. A linked data set is created for the data set at a particular version of the data. By presenting the same data, but in different ways, linked

data sets provide a deeper understanding of the data for both manual and automated analysis.Differential diagnosis of 'xanthomatosis of parenchyma' and 'xanthoma
simplex' with histochemical and ultrastructural studies. The differential diagnosis of xanthomatosis of the liver and the surrounding parenchyma, and of xanthoma simplex is
discussed. In two cases of hepatic xanthomatosis, plasmacytoid cells were observed in the hepatic sinusoids. Based on our observations, we believe that the xanthomatosis is
probably of phagocytic origin. In cases of xanthoma simplex the mononuclear cells are found in the connective tissue stroma.Q: Calculated Field Value From Another Field In

Apex I'm trying to do something similar to this documentation, except the value is generated within a trigger to avoid the Query governor limit for the org. I need to be able to
reference one of the records that I am using for one of my field criteria and reference that field's value in a Calculated Field. When I do this, I am getting a

UTL_RECORD.IS_NEW error. I will need to use both of these fields to populate a custom field. A: It is possible to reference a UTL_RECORD. FIELD_VALUE. For example you can
have the calculated field reference the OwnerId of an Account: SELECT A1_FIELD__COUNT__c, UTL_RECORD.FIELD_VALUE(A1_FIELD__COUNT__c,
A1_FIELD__MEMBER__r.OwnerId) FROM TABLE_NAME WHERE A1_FIELD__FIELD_NAME__c ='someField' If you are not allowed to use the UTL_REC
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